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“ It’s not the French who need to break their
addiction to public interventionism, it’s the state.”
Emmanuel Macron, France’s new President, is driving a plan for economic transformation within
the country, making the European country a great option if you are considering expanding into a
new market. With more dedicated support for start-ups and other entrepreneurial ventures, the
business climate is changing or both domestic enterprises and inward investors.
If you are considering expanding into the world’s seventh largest economy, it’s important you are
aware of cross-cultural insights in order to negotiate successfully with French business leaders.
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“One of my favourite
things about working
with our French clients
is their long-term view of
growth and plan-oriented
way of approaching
new opportunities and
markets. I learned early on
that cementing business
over a meal is the most
effective – and pleasant
– way to go about it as
you are given the chance
to get to know more
about the business, the
leadership and learn what
underpins their success.”

Top Tips for Working with the French
Growing your business and brands in France relies on building and maintaining business relationships
in person and for the long-term. How well you’ve studied the business culture and applied its lessons
will determine where to spend your business development time and energy in the country. Here are
some top tips to ensure you and your team makes the most of your French pursuits:
Dress for Success
While France has a conservative business culture
and style, elegance counts for a lot as one’s status
is often measured by how expensively one is
dressed and accessorised. Well-made, tailored
and French design houses are appreciated, with
men often wearing shirts and ties with bright
colours while keeping to a conservative look
overall. Women equally are very intentional
about their look as a smart appearance
conveys success.
Card Culture
Having your business card in French and English,
along with any credentials (Dr, MBA, CPA, et al.)
tells your hosts something about your credibility
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and status. Equally, reminding your counterparts
of your shared contacts and how it is you got the
appointment will help establish your position in
the pecking order. Typically business cards are
offered from the start of any meeting as a polite
way for attendees to assess your credentials
without having to ask.
Present Your Case
If you’re not fluent in the French language, use
French terminology wherever possible and
avoid English jargon and acronyms. While you
can expect lively and expressive views on your
proposal, reasoning and logic are the benchmarks
by which your case will be judged. Any new
concepts/proposals deemed valid when backed
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by research data that shows risks
have been considered and minimised.
Given the pride placed in the language
and culture, creating French language
versions of your brochures and
presentations would be wise.
Time to Live
Despite a law in 2000 to legislate
the working week as 35 hours, most

business executives ignore this as
merely a guideline, often finding
themselves working longer hours
though fewer than the US or UK. When
it comes to punctuality, this becomes
more difficult the further south you
go, with 10-15 minute delays very
common. As the country shuts down in
August for summer vacations, best to
fix your meetings either side of this.

Experience on-the-ground
“Local knowledge
goes a long way”
Getting off the Eurostar in central Paris,
delayed into Gare du Nord thanks to
one of the frequent railway worker
strikes in France, I had to rush to my
meeting and diplomatically explain
the delay without sounding like I
was insulting the country’s industrial
strategy or my hosts.
Nevertheless, the fact I could do so in
French went a very long way to gaining

their forgiveness and more importantly
demonstrated I was sufficiently
interested in French culture.
The pride of the country’s citizens in
its art, cuisine, wines and literature is
something I’ve not encountered in other
European countries to the same extent.
Even making an effort, no matter how
small, to say “merci” or “bonjour,” or
comment on the country’s history and
beauty is a fantastic way to start
a business relationship. It really does
pay dividends.”
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Diversity and Inclusion
While immigration continues as one of
France’s most talked-about subjects despite
just 12% of its citizens born abroad, this
topic has been usurped by the conversation
surrounding the number of women on
corporate boards. Currently, 40% of the
Board members of each of France’s CAC
40 companies are female, ahead of the US
(19% of S&P 500) and Germany (22% of
Supervisory Boards). Many companies have
signed up to a voluntary diversity charter to
equalise the recognition in the workplace of
employees regardless of gender, sexuality
and disability.
Working in Teams
Given the hierarchical nature of French
society and its business culture, teams are
rarely comprised of more than one executive
at the same level in the corporate structure.
Clearly defined goals are essential to drive
the individual members of the team and
recognise the individual talents of each.
A strong team leader will focus on the
solidarity of the team and retain the personal
loyalties of its members, who will achieve
the goals without much support or hassling.
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Meetings
It is not always clear the purpose of a
meeting in France, as often it will be to
share ideas and information rather than
make decisions on specific initiatives,
usually done afterwards. Subject matter
expertise is expected in meetings as is
a show of respect for the position and
rank of the leader in the room, with few
challenges to his/her ideas or proposals.
Enthusiastic debates are frequent with
the length of a meeting up for grabs as a
result. Often, several participants will speak
simultaneously and stray from the agenda.
Minute taking is strongly advised to record
any agreed actions arising and when
decisions are made.
Managing Conflict
Differentiating between an exciting,
confrontational debate and a conflict can be
difficult for those from more linear cultures
like the US and Northern Europe. Such
dissections of proposals or initiatives are to
test the integrity and logic of an idea with
devil’s advocates welcome. Where there
is a true disagreement, diplomacy wins as
does referral to a more senior manager to
deliver her verdict on the matter, which will
be respected and seen as final due to the
authority of their role.

Want to know more?
For specific details of the French legal,
tax, labour, finance sector and other
aspects of the economy, read our Doing
Business in France country guide.

